Enhanced
lifecycle manager
Eventdriven screening from apendo
Make IBM Content Manager OnDemand GDPR-secure apendo.se
EU's new GDPR regulation is imminent, and CMOD does not allow deletion of single documents from disk
– apendo’s web service solves this problem. Apendo’s Document Retention Module for OnDemand is
triggered by business events or can be started manually
apendos Screening of documents is governed by business events or started manually. The service does not merely delete the
metadata from the database, it also ensures that the document data is removed. The service clarifies the need to remove
information that is incorrect, redundant, or regulatory void, with a focus on the new EU Regulation from GDPR

The service apendo has developed is
made for event-driven thinning of data
and documents in IBM's ECM platform
Content Manager OnDemand (CMOD).
This service has been developed to ensure
that all documents and data containing
personal data is removed from the CMOD
platform during retention.
A normal deletion only cleans up the
database of information, while copies of
the document actually remains on disk..
Using apendo’s event-driven Retention
Module, not only the database is cleaned
– you also ensure that data is really
removed from disk and from storage units
such as TSM (Tivoli Storage Manager)

From Business Systems, Such as
accounting and CRM systems..
Specific events can trigger and generate
activities for what information needs to be
discarded.
This may be based on social security
number, document ID or any other
searchable identity.
Lists of such activities are passed to
apendo’s web service, which starts a
retention process. The process can be
scheduled to run as often as your organization requires, such as once a day, or
immediately upon the event.
Backup
The service creates backup copies of those
documents that will be removed. Then the
documents and their metadata are
removed from Disk (arscache), TSM and
the database. The backup copies are by
default kept for 10 days.

Scenarios where the
solution could be applied
• Screen documents for the completion of the customer.
• Screen data - for customers right to be forgotten
• Screen data - Event driven
• Screen documents that belonged to prospects but who were not customers
within 2 or 6 months (GDPR requirements).
• Delete document and data from the Solution. User or Administrator -driven
for specifying which documents are to be deleted.
• Legal OnHold.
solution Architecture:
- IBM CMOD
- IBM ERM
- Enhanced lifecycle manager.

Reports
Upon completion of the retention, a report is
generated which describes the actions
taken. This includes any errors that occurred
during deletion, such as files not found, or
input values that did not return any results
from CMOD.
These reports provide feedback to the
source as well as to any authorities, and also
ensures enforcement of requirements from
GDPR. It also serves as a base for statistical
analysis of behavior, customer needs and for
seasonal patterns.

Content Manager
OnDemand CMOD
The IBM® Content Manager OnDemand
family can automatically capture and store
high volumes of outbound statements
and correspondence- as well as offer
powerful search and fast retrieval options
with a web client solution for multiple
browsers, mobile devices, and desktop
environments.
Create a 360 degree view of each customer and deliver that view to the right
person, in the right place at the right time.
Additionally, IBM Content Manager
OnDemand automates and optimizes
storage management, and serves as a
platform for implementing electronic bill
presentment and payment solutions for
improved customer service and retention.
Contact us for a quote
or to learn more about apendos
service for
Enhanced Lifecycle Managment
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solution Architecture
Workflow for event-driven Thinning
Events or regulations from the ex., Business
system generates documents report for
retention or deletion
The event driven process starts the service, with
“timeframe” and “rules” that address the
Retention module

Backup is taken for the addressed document,
identified by the report

A screening report is generated from the log file
for the reconnection of the service process

The retention module receives conditions with
timeframe and rules and start thinning of
documents and information from content and
database

Feedback delivered to the operator console for
Reporting, statistics, Start/Stop of service,
configuration and flows

Log-file is created for the logging of the service
workflow
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